Chapter: 3122
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

“If I ask her to wear it, she has to wear it for me. Is it your turn? Oh,
An Ning, if you don’t want to do it, get out of here!”
Looking at Tang Qian’s originally beautiful face, An Ning felt a little
disgusted at the moment.
Tang Qian said while talking: “The assistants are so bold now? David,
did you tell Sister Luo that I want an assistant, not a star who wants to
be served!”
This time, even if An Ning’s brain is not working well, he knows that
David is behind the scenes.
She is nominally a new artist brought by Sister Luo, which has already
touched Tang Qian’s bad head, but An Ning is not a soft persimmon.
“Sister Qianqian, don’t make fun of me.” An Ning said while holding
up Tang Qian’s high heels, “My sister is a real artist, I’m just an
ordinary assistant.”
“An Yue? What is she!” Tang Qian angrily slapped her hand on the
table and stared at the advertisement copy on the table. It seemed that
the copy had An Yue’s face on it, and she had to burn that face. Come
out of a hole!
An Ning wanted this effect. She just said a few words and ignited the
fire between An Yue and Tang Qian.
How can a powerful and popular female star like Tang Qian tolerate
other people’s ideas beyond their own? She immediately transferred all
her anger towards An Ning to An Yue.
David was even more helpless. He didn’t want to stir up differences. It
was An Ning that forced him to name An Yue. Thinking of this, David
glared at An Ning, but An Ning didn’t care at all. Tang Qian hates An
Yue, and is hated by a David, what is it?
Without Tang Qian’s difficulties, An Ning was finally able to get off
work a day earlier, and returned to the rental house, and An Yue just
came back. At this time, An Yue’s whole body was completely new, and
she didn’t have the appearance of that country girl at all. A hipster girl
in town.
Seeing that An Ning was so tired that he was almost paralyzed, An Yue
sneered: “Hey, if I were you, I would leave, obviously rushing to the big
star, but I ended up being an assistant, and to put it bluntly, it was a
servant girl… Haha, An Ning, I’m all for you Are you tired!”
“Really, I think it’s pretty good, and it’s not bad to follow Sister Hui. At
least today, I also saw Yang Qingfeng, the male star you like very
much.” An Ning deliberately made a nympho look, look Dean Yue was
furious: “What’s so great! Sooner or later, I will step on Tang Qian
under my feet. What qualifications does that old woman have to know
Yang Qingfeng!”
After all, An Yue entered the bedroom angrily and slammed the door
slammed.
For the next period of time, An Ning lived smoothly. Seeing that Tang
Qian would ask a few questions about An Yue’s situation from time to
time, she knew that the two people’s relationship was forged!
An Yue is not yet the company’s favored object. If Tang Qian really
wants to deal with her, it will be an easy task. Unfortunately, the two
have not had the chance to meet until now, and Tang Qian will
naturally not stare at herself all day long. People who haven’t seen it,
don’t have many days, and leave An Yue behind.
The abacus failed, and An Ning had to find another way out. All in all,
An Yue must not be allowed to become more popular than herself!
Thinking of this, An Ning suddenly remembered that the reason why
An Yue became popular in her last life was because of a first-line
perfume advertisement that Tang Qian pushed down.
At that time, because of Director Wu’s advertisements, An Yue had
already been sought after and paid attention by some people, and she
was
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the
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Shengtian

Entertainment’s

appearance, which also made Tang Qian very unhappy. In a fit of
anger, they ran the perfume advertisement, and the investor urgently
activated the most potential newcomer, An Yue, and it was precisely
because of that advertisement that An Yue became completely popular!
First it was a variety of TV invitations, then a variety show invitation,
advertisements one after another…Tang Qian turned around and
wanted to deal with An Yue, but it was impossible, because at that
time, An Yue had become Sheng Tian’s platform Pillar.

